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Al~tract--A new and totally automated technique for the approximate reconstruction f the unknown 
forcing terms in a system of ordinary differential equations when the experimental information isobtained 
through measured ata, on a discrete set of points, is presented. The numerical method is based on the 
computation of the derivative of a filtered version of the noisy data by discrete mollification. The unknown 
forcing terms are reconstructed in a compact subset of the interval where the solution is observed, the 
compact subset being automatically determined by the amount of noise in the data. Rigorous stability 
bounds are derived and several numerical examples of interest are analyzed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a system of ordinary differential equations of the form 
dy 
dt (t) =f( t ,  y(t)) + p(t)  O) 
together with the corresponding initial and/or boundary conditions (IC-BC), where 
ry,(t) 1 
y( t )="  "/y2!t)  I ~(y l ( t , ,y2( t )  . . . . .  y,(t), r, 
/ / Ly.lt) J
f (t ,  y(t)) = (fro (t, y(t)),f2(t, y(t)), . . . ,f~(t, y(t)) r, 
p(t)  = (Pl (t), p2(t) . . . .  , P,(t)) r
and 
d"'t (t) - (t), (t) . . . . .  d t (t) 
Ordinarily, f and p are known functions and we are asked to determine the solution function 
y so as to satisfy equation (1) and the (IC-BC). So posed, this is a direct problem. 
There is, however, an interesting inverse problem that can be formulated. The objective of this 
new problem is to determine part of the structure of the system, in our case the forcing term p(t), 
from experimental information given by the approximate knowledge of the solution y(t)  at a 
discrete set of points, in some interval of interest. This problem belongs to a general class of inverse 
problems, known as system identification problems and, in particular, it is an ill-posed problem 
because small errors in the data function y(t)  might cause large errors in the computation of the 
derivative function dy/dt(t )  which is needed in order to estimate the forcing term function p(t). 
A good introduction to the literature in system identification problems can be found, for 
instance, in Ref. [1]. A closely related topic, when the forcing term p(t)  is restricted to be considered 
only as a "perturbation term" in an initial value problem, is thoroughly discussed in Ref. [2]. 
Our method begins by attempting to reconstruct a mollified version of the derivative function. 
The approximation is generated initially by filtering the noisy data by discrete convolution with 
an averaging kernel and then using centered ifferences to numerically solve the associated 
well-posed problem. Once the approximate d rivative function has been computed, the filtered ata 
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is used to evaluate the function f and estimate the unknown forcing term. The efficiency of this 
approach is demonstrated in Section 5 where we analyzed several examples of interest. 
In Sect.ion 2 we describe the stabilized problem and derive the corresponding stability 
bounds. The automatic algorithm to uniquely determine the radius of mollification depending on 
the amount of noise in the data, introduced in Ref. [3] for the scalar case, is generalized and 
investigated in Section 3. Section 4 describes in detail the computational procedures related to our 
method. 
2. STABILIZED PROBLEM 
In what follows we consider, without loss of generality, that the solution function y(t) is 
measured in the interval I = [0, 1]. On the basis of this information we discuss the problem of 
estimating the forcing term function p(t), in some suitable compact set K, K c L 
If C°(R ", I) denotes the set of continuous vector functions over I with 
I[yll=,, =max Ily, llo~,,, y,~c°or) ,  i - -1 ,2  . . . .  ,n, (2) l ~i~n 
where C°(I) represents the set of continuous calar functions over I with 
II y, I1~,,-- max lye(t) I, tel 
we assume that p(t )e  C°(R ", K), 02y(t)/dt2~ C°(R ", K) and the function f(t,  y(t)) has a Lipschitz 
constant L with respect o the norm I]" II . we  also assume that instead of the function y(t), we 
know some data function f ( t )¢  C°(W, I) such that 
I ly ' -  y l[~,, <~ ~. (3) 
In order to stabilize the differentiation problem, we introduce the function [3] 
/ pt(t) = 6 exp[s2/(s2 -- 62) (is exp[t'/(t 2-- 62)] ifltl<6 
ifltl>~6. (4) 
p~(t) is a C ~° (infinitely differentiable) function in R with support in It I <~ 6, such that p~(t) >t 0 
and Sn p~(t) dt = 1. 
If 6 > 0, 6 smaller than the distance from K to 01, the function 
J ty(t) = (p~,y)(t)  = 
If t+6 -- 1 Pt(t s)yl (S) ds I dt-6 ~t*t 
: ffi p~( t  - s )y (s )  ds  
/ 1,,+6 a,-6 Pt(t - s)y,(s) ds 
L j,-6 
(5) 
is a C ~ function in R" and for fixed tGK, JsY has compact support in I. JsY is the mollifier o fy  
and 6 is the radius of mollification. Moreover, 
d jsy(t) ffi d (ps,y)(t) (6a) 
f f i (dps ,y ) ( t  ). (6b) 
The following two lemmas and Theorem 1 are needed for our stability analysis. Their proofs, 
given in Ref. [3] for the scalar case, extend naturally to the vector function situation. 
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Lemma 1 
If 
then 
d~ 
• ~ ~.,K< M, 
d -< 5M. d (P,*Y) - ~Y  ~o,K--~ 
Lemma 2 
If y'(t)~ C°(R ", I) and Ily' - y tl~,,-< ~, then 
d ~ d (p , ,y )  ea 
~t ( p ' * y ) - ~t  ~ "~ <<" -~ ' 
where 
(f0' )-' a = exp[sZ/(s ~-  1)1 ds ~ 1.65. 
Theorem I 
Under the conditions of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, 
~t , d ~M + /& (P6.Y ) - -~t  y ~,r <~ ea (7) 
Lcmma 1 shows that, in the absence of noise, the derivative of the mollified function is "uniformly 
close" to the derivative of the function. Lemma 2 shows that attempting to reconstruct the 
derivative of the mollified data function is a stable problem with respect o perturbations in the 
data, in the maximum norm, for 6 fixed 
We can now state our main theoretical result. 
Theorem 2 
Under the conditions of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, i f f ( t ,y )  has a Lipschitz constant L, then 
l ip" -p  II ~,,~ <<. ~M + ~[(~/,s) + L], (8) 
where 
d 
P"6(t) = -dt (P6,YO(t) - f ( t ,  y '(t))  (9) 
is the approximate reconstructed forcing term. 
Proof. From equations (1) and (9), we have 
d d 
p(t ) - -  p"6( t )  = -~ y( t )  - -~ (p6,y'(t)  + f( t ,  y'(t )) - f ( t ,  y(t)).  
Taking norms, using the Lipschitz property of f and inequality (7), we obtain 
I[P - P"  [[ ~o.K <- '5M + E~ /,~ + L ll Y' - Y Il oo.K. 
By equation (3), 
lip -p"  II ~,,,- <,sg  + ~/~ + ~L. 
We observe that the r.h.s, of inequality (8) is minimized by choosing 6 = (e,tlM) la, but this optimal 
selection of the radius of mollification is, in actual computations, impossible because M is not 
known in general. Thus, we need a procedure to determine the radius of mollification, 6, based 
on properties of the filtered data function p,,y ' .  One such procedure isdescribed in Section 3. Note 
that the choice of 5 automatically defines the compact subset K ffi [6, 1 - 6] where we seek to 
reconstruct the unknown forcing term p(t).  
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3. PARAMETER SELECTION 
We begin by extending the data function y'(t), defined on I = [0, 1], to all R in such a way that 
y'(t) decays smoothly to zero in I~ - L where I~ = [ -a ,  1 + a] for some a > 0, and it is zero in 
R -  Io. For instance, we can define for each component y~, 
y~ ( t ) = y~ (O) exp[ t2/( t 2 - a2)], -a  ~< t ~< 0; 
y~(t) =y~(1)exp{t -- l)2/[(t -- 1) 2 --a2]}, 1 ~ t <~ 1 +a,  (10) 
i=1 ,2 ,3  . . . . .  n. 
The mollification of the extended ata function y'(t)  satisfies for each component y~(t) [3]: 
Lemma 3 
If 6. > 62 1> 0, then [I P,, *Y~ - Y~ II oo,I ~ II - II ~.,. 
This monotonicity property shows that there is a unique 6"~ such that 
i=  1,2 . . . . .  n. 
It follows then that 
( l l )  
~'= min ~ (12) 
l<<.i~n 
satisfies 
11 J ,y ' -Y '  II = ,. (13) 
This particular choice criterion determines o e in a manner which is consistent with the amount of 
noise in the data function y'. Note that if II y'  - y II then tl P,*Y' - Y II 2,. Furthermore, 
the bisection method can easily be implemented to solve equation (11) and numerically determine 
~. The computational details are presented in the next section. We also notice that equation (13) 
justifies replacing f ( t ,  y'(t)) by f ( t ,  (ps ,y) ( t ) ) ,  an important practical detail, when attempting to 
reconstruct the approximate forcing term p"S(t) using formula (9). 
4. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 
Since in practice only a discrete set of data points is available, we assume in what follows that 
each component of the data function y'  is a discrete function in I = [0, 1], measured at the N + I 
sample points t s = jAt ,  j = O, 1 . . . . .  N, NAt  = 1. Given a > At, we use equation (10) 1;o extend the 
data to Ia = [ -a ,  1 + a] and recalling that the data is defined to be zero in R - la, we consider the 
extended iscrete data functions components y~ defined at equally spaced sample points on any 
interval of interest containing L
The parameter selection criterion is implemented by solving the discrete version of equation (11) 
using the bisection method. The following steps summarize the method: 
¢~max" 6 =0.5 Step I. Let 6~in = At, and choose an initial value of 6i between 6~., and 
Step 2. Compute J6,Y~ = P6,*Y~ by discrete convolution on a sufficiently large interval containing 
I -- [0,1]. 
Step 3. If 
t F(61) = max IJ6,y,(ts) - y,(t/)  I = e ± tl, 
O~J(N 
where ~/is a given tolerance, exit. 
Step 4. If F(6t) - E < -7 ,  set 6~ = 61. If F(6t) - ~ > 7, set 6~m~ = 6i. The updated value of 61 
l t i is always given by 2(6~ + 6mi.). 
Step 5. Return to Step 2. 
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Once the radii of mollification ~, = 1, 2 . . . .  , n are evaluated, we determine 
or = min 
l~ i~n 
and the discrete filtered data functions components J Y~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, by discrete mollification. 
We then use centered ifferences to approximate the derivatives of JsY~ at the sample points of 
the interval Is = [or, 1 - or], i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Finally, the approximate forcing terms components are 
reconstructed using a discretized version of formula (9) after replacingf~(tj, y'(tj)) byf~(tj, Jsy'(tj)), 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n; Jn~, = [or/At] + 1 ~<j ~<Jm~ = [1 -- or~At] with It] denoting the largest integer ~<r. 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we discuss the implementation f our numerical method and the tests which we 
have performed in order to investigate the accuracy and stability of the numerical forcing term 
reconstruction procedure. 
In all the examples, At = 0.01, a = 0.1 and I = [0, 1]. The exact data function is denoted by y(t)  
and the noisy data function y'(t) is obtained by adding an E random error to y(x),  i.e. 
y'(tj) = y(tj) + EOj, (14) 
where tj = jAt ,  j = O, 1 . . . . .  N, NAt  = 1 and 0j is a Gaussian random variable with values in [ -  1, 1] 
such that 
omaxly~(t j ) -y , ( t j ) l  ~<e, i=  1,2 . . . . .  n. 
After extending the discrete data function as explained in Section 4, the parameter selection 
criterion was implemented with the tolerance r/, used in Step 3 of the algorithm, set to reflect a 
5% error in the satisfaction of the constraint. The discrete numerical approximation to the forcing 
term components pt(t), denoted Pi(t), i = l, 2 . . . . .  n, is then evaluated using finite differences, 
to calculate d/dt(ps.y~)(t j) ,  and the equation p, ( t j )=d/dt (ps .y~)( t j ) - f~(t j , (ps .y ' ) ( t j ) )  in 
Is= [or, l--or], Jmin----[or/At] +l~<j  ~< [1-or~At] =Jmax. In what follows we use [[pj-ff~[[ ~,ls and 
I Ip,-P, ll=,l, to represent 
/1  Jm~ 
max Ip,(tj)-p,(/ j) l  and (M ~ [P'(tJ)-ff'(tY)]2) 1/2 
tj~ lg \ J " Jmin 
respectively. Here M =Jm~ --Jn~ + 1 indicates the number of sample points in Is. 
Example I 
As a first example we consider the initial value problem dyt/dt ffi Yl + sin t, y~(0) = 1. The exact 
solution is yl(t) = ½[3et - cos t - sin t]. Figure 1 shows the solution obtained by our method (+)  
and the exact forcing term function pl(t) ffi sin t. With E ffi 0.005 and At ffi 0.01, the corresponding 
radius of mollification is or ffi 0.04. The associated error norms are given by Ilpl - p, tl = 0.0672 
and IlPl - II = 0.0206. 
Example 2 
Our second example is a second order initial value problem, where we assume that the derivative 
values are not measurable data. Consequently, we can not use the first order system representation 
for the ODE and must approximate directly d2yt/dt2(tj) by means of some finite difference scheme. 
We use the approximation (1/AtZ)[(ps,y~)(t j+O- 2(ps,y~)(t j )+ (ps,y~)(tj-O] and consider the 
initial value problem d2yl/dt" •Yl + (1 + 25n2)sin 5nt, yl(0) ffi 1, dyl/dt(O) ffi 1 - 5n. The exact 
solution is yl(t) ffi e '  - sin 5m. Figure 2 shows the solution obtained by our method (+)  and the 
exact forcing term function pl(t)ff i  (1 + 25n~)sin 5m. With e ffi 0.005 and At •0.01, the corre- 
sponding radius of mollification is or ffi 0.02. The associated relative error norms are given by 
I[ e l  - Pl [[ ~,,,/llet II~,,, = 0.0816 and I[Pl - Pt II :~,/llel II , J ,  = 0.0419. 
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Fig. 1. Reconstructed forcin~g term. dyJdt =y, + sin t, 
y(O) = I. At = 0.01, 6= 0.04, ~ = 0.111)5. 
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1.00 
Fig. 2. Reconstructed forcing term. dZy~/dt 2 = y~ + 
(1 + 25~2)sin 51rt, YL(0)= 1, dyJdt(0)--- 1 -51r. At = 0.01, 
6 = 0.02, ~ = 0.005. 
Example  3 
Our third example is a nonlinear first order boundary problem given by dyl /dt  ffi (y l )2+ 1, 
y~(0) = 0, y l (1 )= tan 1. The exact solution is y l ( t )=  tan t. With ~ =0.005 and At = 0.01, the 
corresponding radius of  mollification is o e = 0.04. Figure 3 shows the solution obtained by our 
method (+)  and the exact forcing term function p~(t )= 1. The error norms are given by 
lip, - : ,  II oo,,, = 0.0686 and lip, - : ,  tl =,,, --- 0.0208. 
Example  4 
In this example we consider the initial value problem given by the system 
dyl /dt  = 5yl - 6y2 + t + 3; dy/dt  = 3yl - 4y2 + t + 2, yl(0) = 1, y2(0) ffi 1. The exact solution is 
y~(t) = e 2t + e -t + t - 1; y2(t) = ½e 2t + e -t + t - ½. With E = 0.005 and At = 0.01, the radii o f  
mollification are ~'~ = 0.025 and ~'2 = 0.04. Thus, or= 0.025. Figures 4a and 4b show the 
solutions obtained with our method (+)  and the exact term functions p~(t )= t +3 and 
p2( t )=t  +2 respectively. The corresponding relative error norms are given by 
,,,, - : ,  II oo,,,/lip, oo.,, = 0.0280, , ,=-  A II oo,,,/llp= II oo,,, = 0.0420, lip, - : ,  U =.,,/lip, II =,,, - -  0 .0125 
and Ip~-A ~,,s/ P2 :js •0.0126. 
In all cases the resolution is quite good considering the high noise level which we used. 
LJ-I 
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O0 0'.25 0'.50 0'.75 I'.00 
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Fig. 3. Reconstructed forcing term. dy Jdt=y2+l ,  yl(O)=O, yl( l)=tanl.  At=0.0l, 0~--0.04, 
= 0.00-5. 
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Fig. 4a. 
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Reconstructed forcing term. dyJdt = 
5yz--6y 2+t+3,  y l (0 )= l ,  dy2/dt=3y 1-4y 2+t+2, 
y2(0) --=-1. At = 0.01, ~" = 0.025, ¢ = 0.005. 
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Fig. 4b. Reconstructed forcing term. dyJdt = 
5y I -6y 2+t+3, yl(O)=l, dy2/dt=3y I-4y 2+t+2, 
3,2(0) = 1. At = 0.01, o ~ = 0.025, ~ = 0.01)5. 
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